TRAILS

Asphalt Trail
- Cherokee Trail
  Asphalt road access most of the ridge. Ruts in places. A steady gradual climb not exceeding X% grade.

Foot Traffic Only
- Valdeau Crossing
  Steady climb with several areas of loose dirt, rocks and gravel.

Negley’s Knoll
- Negley’s Knoll
  Loop to highest point on Stringer’s Ridge. Mostly gradual climb with a couple short scrambles and some areas of loose dirt and gravel.

Altavista
- Altavista
  Steady climb with several areas of loose dirt, rocks and gravel.

Baldydash
- Baldydash
  Easy short-cut from near the Bell Trailhead to the foot of Old Baldy. Crosses Cho-Choo and ends with short climb up Old Baldy.

Multi-Use Single-Track (easier)
- Strut
  Lightly rolling single-track loop with fun twists and turns. Great novice trail. Two-way.
- Cho-Choo
  Loop around Old Baldy that connects to top of Old Baldy and continues with one-way bike-only roller-coaster ride of rollers and berms and, for more advanced riders, the occasional jump (easily bypassed at lower speeds).

Multi-Use Single-Track (more difficult)
- Hill City
  Sometimes tight and windy single-track with tight climbing turns, fast descents and lots of hills. Caution at blind turns! Directional.
- Double-J
  Rolling, sweeping single-track with a few short climbs and a couple tight climbing turns. Caution at blind turns! Directional.
- Gig City
  Rolling single-track with a few extended climbs and tight climbing turns. Directional.
- Connector Trail

LEGEND
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